I hope everyone has had a good week and
is staying happy and healthy. This week I
got a new book which I loved called
“Island”. It has no words, just beautiful
illustrations which let you imagine the
thoughts, feelings and words of the
characters, and create the story for
yourself. Look at the front cover – what
do you think might happen?
Have fun with this week’s activities

Remember to send your
pictures, examples of
wonderful home learning and
any questions to
year3@swaythlingprimary.org!

Don’t forget to do some online
learning on Times Table Rock
Stars, Manga High, MyMaths,
Numbots, Education City and Bug
Club!

The Ancient Egyptians
We are going to focus on Geography this week, to learn more about where Egypt is and what it is like
there.
Do some research to answer the following questions:
Which continent and hemisphere is
Egypt in?
Can you find it on the world map?
Which famous river runs through Egypt?
What is the capital city of Egypt?
Which countries surround Egypt?

 This is what Egypt looks like on Google Earth.
Can you use Google Earth to explore Egypt? earth.google.co.uk
Discuss the following with an adult or write down your answer:
Locate the river which runs through Egypt. What do you notice
about the landscape?
What do you think the climate is like?
Which parts of Egypt do you think the Ancient Egyptians lived in
and why?
Climate = the weather conditions in an area in general or over a
long period.
Chico’s cards are all different.
There is a number from 1 – 8
on each card.
He has chosen four cards that
add up to 20.
There are seven different
combinations of numbers. Can
you find them all?

Maths
Challenge!

This week, I’d like you to write me a story.
Pick one of these two pictures:

What happened before the picture was taken?
What happened next?

Innovation
This means being creative and coming
up with new ideas. Be really innovative with all
your home learning this week!

See how creative and innovative you can be with your
ideas and send me your finished story.
Don’t forget to check your punctuation and spelling!

